
         "Percussion"  - an Accompaniment Ensamble of any percussive instruments
                                   (in the widest sense of the definition)

         "Lute"            - any Lute Family instrument (in the widest sense
                                   of the definition) (written in concert pitch)

         This score was originally written as being a draft plan for an
         electro-acoustic composition.

         However, it may also be used as a:
         - Listening score for the (tape) composition;
         - Performance score for a human player and electronics; or
         - Performance score for human players.

muffling while playing (stringed instruments)

tremolo - ad libitum (suggestion: a short, fast, repetition of the note on the beginning of the marked
note duration - i.e. 're-plucking'/prolonged (re)excitation of the string by various means; - and then
let vibrate)

unaccented (weak beat)

entry time of Tape 1 (Filename: test31g_DETAIL.wav) (Description: bell-like sound, goes chaotic)

entry time of Tape 2 (test30y_DETAIL.wav) (low struck-wood-like sound)

entry time of Tape 3 (test33a_DETAIL.wav) (muffled bass-pizzicato-like sound)

entry time of Tape 4 (test30t_DETAIL.wav) (high struck-wood-like sound)

entry time of Tape 5 (test30f_EDITED.wav) (another bell-like sound that goes chaotic)

entry time of Tape 6 (lyre_test2f.wav) (lower Lute sound)

entry time of Tape 7 (lyre_test2e_DETAIL.wav) (lower Lute sound)

entry time of Tape 8 (lyre_test2g.wav) (lower Lute sound)

entry time of Tape 9 (lyre_test2d.wav) (lower Lute sound)

entry time of Tape 10 (lyre_test2b.wav) (lower Lute sound, with fluctuating noise)

entry time of Tape 11 (lyre_test2a.wav) (lower Lute sound, with some fluctuating noise)

entry time of Tape 12 (lyre_test1v.wav) (lower Lute sound)

tuning deviation [cents] from the written pitch

Reverbation devices (i.e. the sound(s) produced by the Lute soloist are used as an excitation signal for
'bells', 'gongs' and 'lyres' - in other words: the sound of the Lute is "playing" the percussion (or string
reverb) instruments)

special lute sounds of low fundamental frequency with (artificially) amplified and sustained higher
partials (thus generating very thick and rich spectra)

INSTRUMENTS

General Notes

Explanation of Notation
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